We propose an extension of lambda calculus which internally discriminates two lambda terms if and only if they have di erent Berarducci trees.
Introduction
The Lambda Calculus is a theory of functions that serves as a foundation for the functional programming paradigm. Lambda terms in this view are idealized programs. There are essentially two ways of characterizing the meaning of lambda terms. The rst one is to run the program and to study the output. The second one is to observe the e ect of the program when used as a subprogram in other programs.
With respect to the rst approach, traditionally the output of a lambda term was described by its B ohm tree. But also L evy-Longo trees and more recently Berarducci trees have been used. In this paper we will focus on Berarducci trees. These trees provide the possible output of a lambda term in greatest detail.
The idea behind all these di erent concepts of tree is stable information, that we can recover by reducing the terms. This is the token of information which cannot be altered by further reductions but can only be added upon. (As an example the reader may think of the calculation of the p 2. The calculation process merely adds decimals to the already calculated decimal expansion). If one organizes all the stable information that can be obtained from a computation and orders it according to the order it is produced, then it is quite natural to obtain a tree representation of the information implicitly contained in the original term. There exist many tree representations in literature, depending on the possible notions of stable relevant information 16], 17], 3]. If only head normal forms are stable, i.e., terms of the shape x 1 : : : x n :yM 1 : : :M m , then we obtain the notion of B ohm trees 4]. If we consider stable weak head normal forms (i.e. also all abstractions) we get the notion of L evy-Longo trees 23]. Lastly when all top normal forms (i.e. also applications MN where M never reduces to an abstraction) are viewed as stable we obtain the notion of Berarducci trees 7] .
The second approach to the meaning of lambda terms puts lambda terms inside contexts and observes when they reduce to values. This leads to a notion of observational equivalence that is parametric with respect to the set of values considered. Natural choices are the sets of normal forms, head normal forms, weak head normal forms, and top normal forms.
In this paper we will consider the case that the set of values is the set of the top normal forms, that is we will consider Berarducci trees.
Berarducci Trees
Berarducci trees arise in a natural way when we look at the parsing trees of lambda terms (see for example 25] ). In this representation the abstraction with respect to a given variable is an unary operator and the application (explicitly denoted by @) is a binary operator. : As a matter of fact, ( x:x)( y:y) reduces to y:y, so we can conclude that if we are looking at lambda terms moduloequality a better tree representation of ( x:x)( y:y) is y y :
This suggest to draw only the nodes of the parsing tree which will never be changed by -reduction. It is clear that when the root of a parsing tree is an abstraction or a variable (in this last case, the root is also a leaf) it is stable, i.e. it will never change by -reducing the corresponding term. The case in which the root is an application node requires more care. But it is immediate to understand that in this case the root is stable if and only if the root of the left subtree will never become an abstraction, or equivalently if and only if the subterm in functional position will never reduce to an abstraction (i.e. 2 to a term of the shape x:M). The above discussion justi es the following de nitions of zero terms, rootstable terms, rootactive terms and Berarducci trees.
De nition 1. 
r r r r r (iv) otherwise, (exactly when M is rootactive) T (M) = ?.
This gives an equivalence relation: two lambda terms are equivalent if and only if they have the same Berarducci tree (modulo -conversion, as de ned in 16]).
Observational equivalence
A completely di erent way of comparing lambda terms is observational equivalence 21] , in which we say that M is equivalent to N i :
Here we put M and N in various contexts and observe whether the behavior of M and N in those contexts is the same, that is whether C M] and C N] 3 can both produce stable information, that is if they both reduce to rootstable terms. Berarducci tree equality implies observational equivalence 24]:
This can be easily seen with help of the fact that
which directly follows from the unique normal form property of the in nitary lambda calculus extended with a rule like:
The Berarducci tree of a term is nothing else but its unique normal form in this calculus. The proof of the implication then becomes simply: C M] has a normal form ( ) C N] has a normal form.
The results of 25] and 13] can be rephrased as follows: the lambda calculus internally discriminates as B ohm tree modulo in nite (respectively nite) -expansions when the set of values is the set of head normal forms (respectively normal forms).
To internally discriminate terms having di erent B ohm trees DezaniIntrigila-Zilli 11] add to the pure lambda calculus a non-deterministic choice operator + and an adequate numeral system (as de ned in Section 6. Clearly the non-deterministic choice operator allows to gain de nability of combinators like Plotkin's parallel-or 22] when one considers may convergence, under which a term converges if at least one of the possible computations (properly reductions) starting from it ends. This extension increases the power of the lambda calculus to detect convergence internally also in those cases in which a term converges as soon as at least one of its subterms does, no matter in which order they are evaluated. This amounts to have the de nability of all compact points in a standard model, that is, by Milner's theorem 20], to have a fully abstract interpretation for the language. The numerals play an essential role to discriminate between a term possessing head normal form and its -expansion, essentially since they can never be applied to an argument, 5 while all pure lambda terms can be seen both as functions and as arguments. This result is proved using a variation of the the B ohm out technique as well as characteristic terms and test terms 8].
Instead, L evy-Longo trees correspond to observational equivalence with respect to weak head normal forms in suitably enriched versions of the lambda calculus, as shown in 23], 9], 12]. Now, we shortly recall such approaches.
In 23], Sangiorgi considers the embedding of lazy lambda calculus in some concurrent calculi. First, Milner's encoding of lazy lambda calculus incalculus is studied. Then the lazy lambda calculus is enriched with a simple non-deterministic operator, which, when applied to an argument, either gives the argument itself or diverges. In both cases the processes are compared using bisimulation. The proof technique is the B ohm out technique.
On the other side, Boudol and Laneve 9] introduce a \resource conscious" re nement of lambda calculus, in which every argument comes with a multiplicity. The reduction process (which uses explicit substitutions in an essential way) remains deterministic, but a deadlock can appear. The terms are compared by means of the standard observational equivalence. The proof technique is again the B ohm out technique.
Dezani-Tiuryn-Urzyczyn 12] consider the behavior of pure lambda terms inside contexts of the concurrent lambda calculus as de ned in 10]. This calculus is obtained from the pure lambda calculus (with call-by-value and callby-name variables) by adding the non-deterministic choice operator discussed above and a parallel operator k, whose main reduction rule is
where ?! stands for one-step reduction.
The terms are compared by means of the standard observational equivalence. The proof technique is that of characteristic terms and test terms.
Extending -calculus
Besides the pure lambda calculus and its extension OA we de ne the in nitary extensions 1 ? and 1 OA? in which we can reason about the Berarducci trees of terms of and OA . First we introduce the syntax of these sets and then the reduction rules.
Syntax
Let a countable set of variables V be given. Note that the syntax of 1 ? is given coinductively. This implies that 1 ? includes besides nite terms only well-formed in nite terms with the property that any node has nite distance (in the parsing trees of terms) to the root. One can think of those terms as build in top down manner in contrast to the inductive bottom up manner (cf. 6]). Alternatively, we can de ne the set 1 ? as the metric completion (cf. 5, 16, 14] ) or the order completion (for example cf. 2]) of the nite set ? . From either construction it follows that if all nite pre xes of two terms are the same, then the two terms themselves are equal 7
to each other. The e ect of the inductive constructions of OA 
The above notion of compatibility restricted to coincides with the one de- (i) We de ne the binary reduction relation ! as the least compatible binary relation on 0 containing the beta rule:
(ii) A -redex is a term in 0 of the form ( x:X)M. Substitution in the in nitary lambda calculus 1 ? needs some attention. We refer to 16, 18] . We generalize the notion of zero term given in De nition 1.1 and that of strong zero term 7]. 2 De nition 2.5 Let 0 and ! 0 a reduction relation on 0 .
(i) A term in 0 is called a zero term with respect to ! 0 if it cannot ! 0 -reduce to an abstraction.
(ii) A term in 0 is called a strong zero term with respect to ! 0 if all its substitution instances with terms from 0 \ 1 ? are zero terms with respect to ! 0 . We will use these new rules to discriminate between terms with di erent Berarducci trees. For instance, in order to discriminate the terms K and I , we choose the context A ] . These terms reduce as follows: De nition 2.8 Let 0 and ! 0 a reduction relation on 0 .
(i) A term in 0 is called rootstable with respect to ! 0 if it cannot ! 0 -reduce to a ! 0 -redex.
9
(ii) A term in 0 is called rootactive with respect to ! 0 if all its reducts can ! 0 -reduce to ! 0 -redexes. Notice that a term is rootactive with respect to ! 0 if and only if it can not reduce to a rootstable term with respect to ! 0 .
The last class of terms we consider are those which block OA-reductions. 
The label at the root of a tree T is denoted by (T) and de ned by cases:
a a a = @, and (?) = ?. 
13
Like in De nition 10.4.6 of 4] we will say that a path is useful to discriminate between two terms if looking at the corresponding Berarducci trees the labeled nodes traversed by the path are identical, while the labeled nodes at the end of the path are di erent.
De nition 3.1 A path u is useful for two trees T; T 0 if (Tjv) = (T 0 jv) for all v < u but (Tju) 6 = (Tju).
We will use substitutions that map any variable in to a term in f ; g.
More precisely we will consider the substitution de ned by (x) = for all variables x and the substitutions x , one for each variable x, de ned by x (y) = One problem in constructing such discriminating contexts is that di erent occurrences of the same variable may have to be used to select di erent arguments. This problem was solved in the original algorithm of B ohm by using suitable combinators which equate -convertible terms (see Section 10.4 of 4]) and in 23], 12], 11] by allowing a non-deterministic choice operator. In all these cases the technique is to replace di erent occurrences of the same variable by di erent terms. Instead, in the above algorithm for Berarducci trees the selection is performed 16 by the two constants O and A while the variables always get substituted by or .
4 From Berarducci tree equality to observational equivalence via in nite rewriting
In this section we will represent Berarducci trees explicitly as terms. Then the Berarducci tree T (M) of a term M of is nothing else but the (possibly in nite) unique normal form of M in the in nitary extension 1 ? as shown in 16, 18] . In this term interpretation, the previous coinductive construction of Berarducci tree translates into a parallel outermost reduction strategy which replaces occurring outermost rootactive subterms by ?. Because Berarducci trees of nite terms can be in nite (cf. I in Figure 1 ) one has to consider (possibly in nite) strongly convergent reductions. The fact that 1 ? is innitary con uent and has the unique normal form property has the following corollary: The topic of this paper are Berarducci trees of terms in the extension OA . The goal of this section is to prove along similar lines as for 1 ? that Berarducci tree equality in 1 OA? implies observational equivalence in 1 OA? .
Our rst step is to de ne (possible in nite) strongly convergent reductions for 1 OA? and show that these reductions are in nitary con uent. Because terms in 1 OA? contain at most a nite number of symbols O and A we can base the proof via a few straightforward lemmas on the in nitary con uence of 1 ? .
Strongly convergent reductions in 1 OA?
In nite reductions that converge to a normal form have the nice property that the depth of the reduced redexes goes to in nity along the reduction. Such reductions are called strongly convergent.
Depending on the reduction order even a strongly convergent reduction to normal form may take more than ! steps. In fact such reductions can be of any countable ordinal length as shown in 15]. For example x reduces in ! many steps to (((: : :x)x)x). If we abbreviate this reduction by x ! ! (((: : : x)x)x), then we see that x x ! ! ((((: : : x)x)x) x ! ! ((((: : : x)x)x)(((: : :x)x)x is a leftmost outermost reduction to normal form of length ! + !. Of course depth-rst outermost reduction would have found this normal form faster in ! steps.
The de nition of a trans nite strongly convergent reduction is somewhat lengthy. Using terminology from topology we can give a concise de nition. We rst de ne depth of a redex and distance between two terms. After the de nition we give a few concrete instances, enough to apply to the reduction sequences we will encounter later in this section.
In analogy to the subtree T j u of T at the path u for trees (de ned at page 13) we de ne the subterm X j u of the term X at the path u, when it exists. We need the extra clauses:
(OX) j 1 u = X j u, (AX) j 1 u = X j u. De nition 4.3 15, 18] A trans nite reduction with respect to a given reduction relation ! R of length , where is any ordinal number, is a function from to reduction steps in ! R , of the form f X ! R X +1 j < g. It is weakly continuous (resp. weakly convergent) if the induced function from ordinals to terms is continuous (resp. convergent) with respect to the usual topology on ordinals and the metric on terms. It is strongly continuous (resp. strongly convergent) if it is weakly so, and in addition, for every limit ordinal < (resp.
) the sequence f d j < g of the depths of the redexes it reduces tends to in nity. This dense de nition implies concretely that nite reductions are strongly convergent, a reduction sequence X 0 ! R X 1 ! R : : : is weakly convergent with limit X ! if for all real numbers > 0 there is a n such that d(X n ; X ! ) < for all m > n, X 0 ! R X 1 ! R : : : is strongly convergent if it is weakly convergent and lim n!1 d n = 1, 18 composition of a nite number of strongly convergent reduction sequences is again strongly convergent. (ii) There is at most one OA-redex in a term belonging to 1 OA? .
(iii) The relation ! ! ? is con uent. Proof.
(i) Similar to the nite case considered in Lemma 2.14. After construction of the three base cases the proof proceeds now by induction to the ordinal length of ! ! ? . The limit ordinals are the interesting case: we construct
Observe that the depth of the occurrences of A in the terms on the top row becomes xed after a while. If that would not be the case, then by the strong convergence property there would be no A present in the limit. Now it is routine to verify that the reduction in the bottom row inherits the strongly convergent property of the reduction in the top row. 19
(ii) As in Lemma 2. 5 Conclusion
In this paper we study equivalence relations on the pure lambda calculus. In denotational semantics we consider equivalent two terms with the same meaning. In operational semantics the equivalent terms are those which behave in the same way when put in given contexts. Here we take as meaning of a term its Berarducci tree, and the behavior that we observe is whether or not a term has a rootstable form. As expected denotational equivalence implies operational equivalence, or more concretely put, Berarducci tree equality implies observational equivalence. The converse is not true for the pure lambda calculus, because the set of contexts is not expressive enough. One way of increasing the expressivity is by enlarging the set of contexts. We do this by de ning an extension OA of the pure lambda calculus for which we can show that Berarducci tree equality of pure lambda terms coincides with observational equivalence. This means that Berarducci tree equality of pure lambda terms is fully abstract 20] for the extended lambda calculus. The above result does not holds for terms of the extended lambda calculus. For example O(A ) and O(O ) have di erent Berarducci trees but their behavior is the same in all contexts of OA . We plan to look for a calculus which allow to observe the di erences between all terms of OA not semantically equal. 22
In 23] Sangiorgi proves that adding well-formed operators to pure lambda calculus we cannot discriminate more than L evy-Longo trees do. As a matter of fact, our operators A; O are not well-formed according to the GrooteVaandrager format allowed in 23]. The reason is that this format does not allow a premise asking for a term to be a strong zero term. In this respect our development completely agrees with that of Sangiorgi. We criticize only the following sentence from the introduction of 23]: \well-formed operators, intuitively operators whose behavior only depends on the semantics -not on the syntax -of their operands". We think that the reduction rules of A; O depend on the semantics of their operands, since the notion of being a strong zero term is a semantical one, as shown by the observation that all and only the strong zero terms are equated to bottom in the Plotkin-Scott-Engeler models 19].
